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Synopsis

(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). Features selections from this 5-star landmark album that spent an incredible 741 weeks on the Billboard album chart: Brain Damage * Breathe * Breathe (Reprise) * Eclipse * The Great Gig in the Sky * Money * Time * Us and Them, plus "Wots...Uh the Deal," a bonus song from their 1972 record Obscured by Clouds.
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Customer Reviews

Attractive book design with perfect guitar tablature of the Pink Floyd classic album 'Dark Side of the Moon'. Book comes complete with rare photos and a 1973 interview with the band's Road Manager, Peter Watts. Watts gives a very informative and detailed description of what the band did to achieve their live sound in the early 70's. Tablature is perfect and true to the album note for note.

If you are a guitarist like me, and enjoy Pink Floyd, this is a great book for you. Internet TABS are unpredictable and inaccurate. This book clears up the confusion by giving the proper TABS to the songs of one of the best selling records of all time. This book is strong in its accuracy from the first note of Speak to me to the haunting melodies of Eclipse. I suggest this book as a gift to any fan of Pink Floyd that has wanted to play their songs.

Please look at the dates of the other reviews of this book. If a review is dated before June 2007 it is a review of different book. When making a book and CD package like this editors must make
compromises in order for it to be useful for the lone guitarist. Many songs on this album contain multiple guitars overdubbed, this tab is supposed to be compromise that blends all the guitar parts together so the lone guitarist can play along. Unfortunately the editors chose not to transcribe the dominate riff in, "Money" instead the rhythm guitar is notated, a BIG MISTAKE. Other than that the tabulate is incredibly accurate and will replace the other DSOTM tab books you may own. Now here are the specifics: "Speak to Me" and "Breath" are both transcribed under the title, "Breath." The transcription of, "Time" includes the breath reprise. "On the Run" and "TGGITS" are not transcribed, as there is no guitar on these tracks. The CD contains a demonstration of each track with guitar and then a backing track with the guitar removed. The CD track order is listed incorrectly in the table of contents. There is no information about music theory, scales, or equipment. This play along would have received 5 stars if the main riff for, "Money" had been transcribed.

Absolute rip off. If you want to learn a couple of rhythm patterns per song get this book. If you are looking for the whole song.... keep looking. Complete waste of money. What do you have to do to get a complete song when purchasing sheet music? Sheesh.

This sounds like a direct transposition of the original album Dark Side of the Moon. WHen I received it I was expecting something that sounding like, but not exact to Dark Side of the Moon. THIS WAS EXACT! Us and Them was transposed beautifully and the bass line in Breathe is amazing. The bonus track Wots...Uh the Deal is great although it was not my reason for purchasing.

Although all the songs from the album were here, including a bonus piece, all the music is not! Only the portions of the songs with vocals have the associated music. I wanted the solos from Us and Them and Great Gig and they are not included. The spines on the books are made in a way that doesn’t allow easy opening and staying open on the piano. They will close every time unless you break the spine. Not happy

Discover the world of a Masterpiece: The Dark Side of the Moon. This edition is a must have for those who want to play and learn Pink Floyd’s music from one of their all-time classics. Chords, chord progressions, and scales are applied to songs of the album that was released 30 years ago in 1973. Each song includes a one-page explanation on the lesson. Great format! Standard music notation and guitar tab, lyrics and notation legend, it’s all there to make it easy. Print quality is one of the best I have ever seen. Many guitar tabs have really sloppy prints. The other edition of The dark
I am a big fan of PF and David Gilmour, and picked up this item with the intention of learning some of the guitar parts to the songs on this classic album. Unfortunately, I was quite disappointed with the way this book is done. Unlike most other guitar tab books I have, it provides minimal information: just basic chords and the main guitar parts, but without the detail and additional guitar parts that one would might want to know. Also, "The Great Gig in the Sky" -- probably my favourite track on the whole album -- is completely missing!!! There is a play-along CD, with a recorded version of the music without the guitar parts, so you can play along. That's hardly a big selling point, I think. Although this might be suitable for guitarists who are just beginning to play, I would recommend that everyone take a look instead at the version by Music Sales Corporation, also available at , entitled "Pink Floyd: Dark Side of the Moon: Guitar Tablature Edition." I have their version of "Wish You Were Here" and it is much, much better. It comes with photos, an interview, and all the guitar parts (multiple tab when more than 1 guitar is playing) and just more musical detail. I'm very happy with their versions, but not with this. Even if you're a beginner, eventually you're going to want more, and you'll end up getting the better edition anyway. So unless you really want the play along CD (and who wouldn't rather just play along to the actual CD?) go for that one. Happy guitar playing!
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